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For more than 100 years, Remington has been the definitive pharmacy reference. It covers the

entire scope of pharmacy education from the history of pharmacy and ethics to the particulars of

industrial pharmacy and pharmacy practice.
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The new edition is by far less than the level of the previous edition!It's missing more chapters and

more explanations about the pharmaceutical sciences specially the overwhelming practice in

pharmacies, hospitals and therapeutics.The previous edition - althought was missing more in depth

chapetrs about same topics - but it contained a thorough concepts and brief yet compelete

headlines that can be useful at anytime.I would not recommend this edition , instead i recommend

the 21st edition.At the end, i can't forget the very low quality of recycled papers on which the book is

printed. Very poor level that never matches the name of the book!

A wide range of difficult to find subjects are covered in this textbook. As always this text is an

indispensable reference book for those in pharmacology/pharmaceutical sciences from basic bench

research to production to the pharmacy. Much of the information contained in this text is difficult to

find from other sources. The new addition contains many new authors (disclaimer: of which I am

one) and a range of updated information and perspectives not contained in the previous edition. I

was really impressed with this edition. Note: I am from a pharmacology/medicinal chemistry

background so I focused on these chapters more than the pharmacy etc.My only "criticism" is that



some information from different chapters are redundant(expected due to different authors and

number of chapters). The text is also huge but I think that the wealth of information contained makes

it worth the size. Despite this it really is an indispensable reference text that anyone in the field

should get. A trimmed down version for pharmacy courses or more general readers now exists:

"Remington - An Introduction to Pharmacy". I would guess this would be more useful/practical for

teaching.

However, I am concerned that stamped all over the book is "For sale in India and the Sub-Continent

Only". I got it for about half of what it retails for, but I am now agonizing over the fact that I may have

purchased a black market reference.

We understood that the order included 2 volumes, as it is in the description. But we have only

received volumen II (second part ).Missing part I

My husband graduated from pharmacy school & loves to keep up on facts. This was always his

go-to reference book.

Books came packaged separately, both very well packaged. Thanks! A+++

I ordered this book but when I received it they only send me 1 book. The other one is gone. I paid

for 2 books but they only send 1 volume. The missing part is volume 1.
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